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1. Introduction
1.1. It is well known that any irreducible character of a ﬁnite group can be locally written as a com-
bination of irreducible Brauer characters, and the coeﬃcients of the combination are called the higher
decomposition numbers, see [8, Chapter IV, §6].
Alperin and Broué in [1] introduce the local theory on blocks in terms of subpairs, or named Brauer
pairs in [2], where Broué and Puig show a so-called star-structure of characters with the Brauer pairs
of a block. Further, they introduce nilpotent blocks and characterize the characters of a nilpotent block
in terms of the star-structure, see [3].
Puig introduces the theory of pointed groups in [10], and shows that the higher decomposition
numbers are just the value on local pointed elements of the character determined by the irreducible
module, and can be computed from the source algebra of a block. Puig in [11] achieves a beautiful
algebraic structure of nilpotent blocks; and as a consequence, he deduces again the main result of [3].
These facts are explained very carefully in [15].
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structure for characters relative to focal subgroups. To understand it from the point of view of the
algebraic structures, the author in [6] extends the idea on nilpotent blocks to write the source algebra
of a block which is locally controlled relative to the focal subgroup into a tensor product.
Later, Puig further describes the source algebra of any block in terms of the hyperfocal subalgebras
of the block, and shows that the hyperfocal subalgebra already contains the local information of the
block, see [13,14].
In this paper, from the irreducible modules of the hyperfocal subalgebra, we construct the func-
tions on the local pointed elements, which determine the irreducible characters of the block. As an
application, the results in [6] and [16] are extended to such a block whose hyperfocal subgroup is a
direct factor of its defect group.
1.2. Throughout the paper, G is a ﬁnite group; p is a prime number and O is a complete discrete val-
uation ring with algebraic closed fraction ﬁeld K of characteristic zero and residue ﬁeld k = O/ J (O)
of characteristic p, where J (-) denotes the Jacobson radical; and b is an O-block of G , i.e. a primitive
central idempotent of the group algebra OG; and Pγ is a defect pointed group of the O-block b of G;
take j ∈ γ and set B = jOGbj = jOG j, which is called a source algebra of b. Then B is a P-interior
algebra with homomorphism P → B∗ , u → ju, and P ∼= j P ⊆ B , where B∗ denotes the multiplicative
group consisting of all the invertible elements of the algebra B .
Let CF(G) be the K-vector space of all the K-valued class functions on G , i.e. the linear forms
of the center Z(KG) of KG; we say that ψ ∈ CF(G) belongs to the block b if ψ(z) = ψ(bz) for
all z ∈ Z(KG). By CFb(G) we denote the subspace of all the class functions on G belonging to the
block b.
Let A = OGb. Take any p-element u ∈ G . Let A〈u〉 denote the subalgebra consisting of all the
elements of A which are ﬁxed by the subgroup 〈u〉, and let LP A(〈u〉) denote the set of all local
points of the subgroup 〈u〉 on A, i.e. the conjugate classes of primitive idempotents of A〈u〉 which
are not annihilated by the Brauer map Br〈u〉 associated with the p-subgroup 〈u〉. Any ε ∈ LP A(〈u〉)
corresponds in fact to a conjugate class of the primitive idempotents on kCG (u) · Br〈u〉(b), hence it
corresponds to a Brauer character ϕε of CG(u) belonging to b.
For ε ∈ LP A(〈u〉) the pair uε is called a local pointed element of G on A. Let LPE A(G) denote
the set of all the local pointed elements of G on A. Then G acts on LPE A(G) by conjugation,
and a K-valued function η on the set LPE A(G) is called a class function if η((uε)x) = η(uε) for
all uε ∈ LPE A(G) and x ∈ G . Let CF(LPE A(G)) denote the K-vector space of all the class functions
on LPE A(G).
In [10], it is shown that the map: CF(LPE A(G)) → CFb(G), η → ηG , is a linear isomorphism,
where the function ηG on G is deﬁned as follows:
ηG(us) =
∑
ε∈LP A(〈u〉)
η(uε)ϕε(s) (1.2.1)
for any p-element u ∈ G and any p′-element s ∈ CG(u); in particular, we set ηG(us) = 0 if
LP A(〈u〉) = ∅.
1.3. The hyperfocal subgroup hG(Pγ ) of Pγ is deﬁned as the subgroup of P generated by the commu-
tators [U , K ]:
hG(Pγ ) =
〈[U , K ] ∣∣ U , K 〉
where Uδ runs over the local pointed subgroups of Pγ , and K runs over the p′-subgroups of the
normalizer NG(Uδ). Let Q be a normal subgroup of P such that Q ⊇ hG(Pγ ).
1.3.1. Puig Theorem. (See [13,14].) The source algebra B has a P -stable unitary subalgebra D, called the
hyperfocal subalgebra with respect to Q , such that
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⊕
u∈P/Q
Du; (1.3.2)
and such subalgebra D is unique up to (BP )∗-conjugation.
Hence D is a Q -interior P -algebra, and we have the set LPED(P ) of all the local pointed elements
of P on D . By [14, 13.5], for any uδ ∈ LPED(P ) there is a unique uδb ∈ LPE A(G) such that δ = δb ∩D .
In Puig’s notation, a function η : LPED(P ) → K is said to be G-stable if η(uδ) = η(u′δ′ ) for any such
uδ, u′δ′ ∈ LPED(P ) that uδb is G-conjugate to u′δ′b in LPE A(G). Let SF(LPED(P )) denote the set
of all the G-stable functions on LPED(P ). Any η ∈ SF(LPED(P )) can be extended to a function η
on LPE A(G) as follows: for any uε ∈ LPE A(G), by [10, Theorem 1.2] there is an x ∈ G such that
(ux)εx∩D ∈ LPED(P ); set η(uε) = η((ux)εx∩D), which is well deﬁned by the G-stability of η. By [10,
1.2] and [14, 13.5] we have a bijection:
SF
(LPED(P ))→ CF(LP E A(G)), η → η. (1.3.3)
1.4. Let D˜ = K⊗O D which is a Q -interior P -algebra over K. Let L be an irreducible D˜-module
with structure map ρ : D˜ → EndK(L), which induces a homomorphism ρ : K∗ × jQ → GLK(L), where
GLK(L) = EndK(L)∗ .
We compute the functions on LPED(P ) determined by L in terms of Clifford’s theory, which is
initiated by [4] and is developed extensively very much by [5,12], etc. We adopt the notation from
[12, §5]. A K∗-group is a pair (Gˆ, θ) formed by a group Gˆ and by a monomorphism θ from K∗ to
the center Z(Gˆ); we call K∗-quotient of (Gˆ, θ) the quotient G = Gˆ/Im(θ) and denote by q : Gˆ → G the
natural map. For two K∗-groups (Gˆ, θ) and (Gˆ ′, θ ′), we say that a group homomorphism τ : Gˆ → Gˆ ′
is a K∗-group homomorphism if τ (θ( f )) = θ ′( f ) for all f ∈ K∗ . Usually, we omit to mention θ and
denote by G the K∗-quotient of Gˆ . For example, GLK(L) is a K∗-group with K∗ embedded into its
center as scalar transformations and with PGLK(L) = AutK(L) as K∗-quotient.
Set PL = {u ∈ P | Lu ∼= L} the inertial group of L in P . We’ll show:
(1.4.1) There is a K∗-group ( Pˆ L, θ) of K∗-quotient P L admitting a group homomorphism h : Q → Pˆ L such
that q(h(u)) = u for any u ∈ Q and h(Q ) is a normal subgroup of Pˆ L , hence ( ˆ¯P L, θ¯ ) where ˆ¯P L = Pˆ L/h(Q ) is
a K∗-group with K∗-quotient P¯ L = PL/Q .
(1.4.2) There is a K∗-homomorphism τˆ : Pˆ L → GLK(L) such that τˆ (h(v)) = ρ( jv) for v ∈ Q , and
ρ(udu−1) = τˆ (uˆ)ρ(d)τˆ (uˆ)−1 for u ∈ PL , uˆ ∈ Pˆ L lifting u, and d ∈ D˜; hence we have a function ξL deﬁned on
LPED( Pˆ L):
ξL(uˆε) = tr
(
τˆ (uˆ)ρ(iε)/L
)
, ∀uˆε ∈ LPED( Pˆ L),
where iε ∈ ε and tr(−/L) denotes the trace on L, and the function ξL is independent of the choice of iε in ε.
1.5. Keep the notation above. Let ( ˆ¯P L)o denote the opposite group of the group ˆ¯P L . Note that θ¯ : K∗ →
( ˆ¯P L)o is also a monomorphism, so that ( ˆ¯P L)o inherits a natural structure of K∗-group of K∗-quotient
( P¯ L)o ∼= P¯ L . Then, considering K( ˆ¯P L)o as a KK∗-algebra, we deﬁne the twisted group algebra associated
with ( ˆ¯P L)o
K∗( ˆ¯P L)o := K
⊗
KK∗
K( ˆ¯P L)o =
⊕
u∈ P¯
K ˆ¯u
L
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λN ( ˆ¯u) = tr( ˆ¯u/N) for all ˆ¯u ∈ ( ˆ¯P L)o . The function λN is called an irreducible character of K∗( ˆ¯P L)o . We’ll
prove:
(1.5.1) Any irreducible character λ of the twisted algebra K∗( ˆ¯P L)o gives a function ξL ∗ λ on LPED(PL):
(ξL ∗ λ)(uε) = ξL(uˆε)λ
( ˆ¯u−1), ∀uε ∈ LP ED(PL),
where uˆ lifts u to Pˆ L and ˆ¯u ∈ ˆ¯P L is the image of uˆ.
Then we have the induced function IndPPL (ξL ∗ λ) on LPED(P ) deﬁned as usual:
IndPPL (ξL ∗ λ)(uε) =
∑
y∈P/PL
(ξL ∗ λ)
(
(uε)
y), ∀uε ∈ LPED(P ),
with (ξL ∗ λ)((uε)y) = 0 if uy /∈ PL . We’ll prove:
(1.5.2) IndPPL (ξL ∗ λ) ∈ SF(LPED(P )) hence IndPPL (ξL ∗ λ) ∈ CF(LPE A(G)) by (1.3.3), and IndPPL (ξL ∗ λ)G
deﬁned by (1.2.1) is a class function on G.
Theorem 1.6. Notation as above. Let L run over a set of representatives for the P -orbits of the isomorphism
classes of the irreducible D˜-modules, and let λ run over the set of the irreducible characters of K∗( ˆ¯P L)o . Then
the class functions IndPPL (ξL ∗ λ)G on G are exactly all the irreducible characters of G belonging to the block b.
Next we extend the main result of [6] to the hyperfocal subgroups.
Theorem 1.7. Notation as in 1.2 and 1.3. And further assume that P = Q × R and R  G, and let G¯ = G/R.
Then the natural homomorphism OG → OG¯ maps the O-block b of G to an O-block b¯ of G¯ , and maps Pγ to
a defect pointed group P¯ γ¯ of b¯, and maps B to a source algebra B¯ = j¯OG¯ j¯ of OG¯b¯; and there is a P -interior
algebra isomorphism
B ∼= B¯
⊗
O
OR,
where both B¯ and OR are interior P -algebras in the natural way.
Further, let Irr(R) and Irr(b) denote the sets of the irreducible characters of R and of b respectively.
Regarding any χ ∈ Irr(b¯) as an irreducible character of the block b, and any λ ∈ Irr(R) as a character
of P , from [9] or [2] we have the classical ∗-product function on G:
χ ∗ λ =
∑
w∈W
λ(w)χ(w),
where W is a set of the representatives in P of the conjugacy classes of p-elements of G , and χ(w) is
the function on G which takes the same values as χ inside the p-section of w but vanishes outside
the p-section of w .
Corollary 1.8. Notation as above. There is a bijection
Irr(b¯) × Irr(R) → Irr(b), (χ,λ) → χ ∗ λ.
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In Section 2 we prove Theorem 1.6; in Section 3 we prove Theorem 1.7 and its corollary.
2. Proof of Theorem 1.6
2.1. Keep the notation in Theorem 1.6; in particular, A = OGb is the block algebra with block idem-
potent b, and Pγ is a defect pointed group of A, and B = j A j = jOG j for j ∈ γ is a source algebra
of A, and Q is a normal subgroup of P such that hG(Pγ ) ⊆ Q , and D is a hyperfocal subalgebra of B
with respect to Q ; and set A˜ = K⊗O A, B˜ = K⊗O B and D˜ = K⊗O D . By (1.3.2) we have
D˜ ∩ ( j P ) = jQ , B˜ =
⊕
u∈P/Q
D˜u; (2.1.1)
and D˜ is a Q -interior P -algebra.
Let M be an irreducible A˜-module. Besides the irreducible character χM , we have a function ξM
on LPE A(G) deﬁned as follows:
ξM(uε) = tr(uiε/M), ∀uε ∈ LPE A(G), (2.1.2)
where iε ∈ ε; the deﬁnition is independent of the choice of iε , since different choices are conjugate to
each other by an element of (A〈u〉)∗ . It is also easy to check that ξM is a class function on LPE A(G),
that whenever u ∈ P , choosing iε ∈ ε ∩ B , we have ξM(uε) = tr(uiε/ jM) = tr(uiε/iεM), and that ξM =
ξM′ if M ∼= M ′ . From [10] we have Puig’s formula:
χM(us) =
∑
ε∈LP A(〈u〉)
ξM(uε)ϕε(s); (2.1.3)
i.e. (ξM)G = χM in the notation of (1.2.1); therefore the map
CF
(LPE A(G))→ CFb(G), η → ηG , (2.1.4)
is a linear isomorphism.
2.2. Since B˜ = j A˜ j is an embedded subalgebra of A˜ which is semisimple, B˜ is semisimple too. Since
J (D˜)B˜ = B˜ J (D˜) is an ideal contained in J (B˜) = 0, we see that D˜ is also semisimple. Thus, any irre-
ducible D˜-module L corresponds to exactly one primitive central idempotent of D˜ .
Let E denote the set of all the primitive central idempotents of D˜ . Then
D˜ =
⊕
e∈E
D˜e, D˜e ∼= Mne (K), ∀e ∈ E, (2.2.1)
where Mne (K) denotes the matrix algebra over K of degree ne . The action of P on D˜ induces an
action on the set E , and partitions E into P -orbits; let E/P denote a set of representatives for the
orbits.
For each e ∈ E/P , we take a primitive idempotent i˜e of D˜e (note that i˜e maybe not in D in general),
then
Le = D˜ i˜e, e ∈ E/P , (2.2.2)
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modules. For each Le we have
EndK(Le) = D˜e ∼= Mne (K). (2.2.3)
The structure map of Le is ρ : D˜ → D˜e, d → de. The stabilizer Pe of e in P is just the inertial group
PLe in P of the D˜-module Le .
2.3. For any e ∈ E/P , the sum of the P -orbit
fe :=
∑
u∈P/Pe
eu
−1
(2.3.1)
is an orthogonal trace in D˜; and by (2.1.1), fe is a central idempotent of B˜ . Thus, for the unity 1B˜ = 1D˜
(which is just j), we have
1B˜ =
∑
e∈E/P
fe, B˜ =
⊕
e∈E/P
B˜ fe. (2.3.2)
Moreover, for any e ∈ E/P we have
eB˜e = e
( ⊕
u∈P/Q
D˜u
)
e =
⊕
u∈P/Q
eD˜ue =
⊕
u∈P/Q
D˜e · eu−1 · u;
by the deﬁnition of Pe we have that e · eu−1 = 0 if u /∈ Pe , so
eB˜e =
⊕
u∈Pe/Q
D˜e · u. (2.3.3)
From (2.3.1), we see that efe = e = fee, hence eB˜e is an embedded subalgebra of B˜ fe; thus, by [15,
16.6] or [14, 5.8], we get that
B˜ fe = IndPPe (eB˜e), e ∈ E/P , (2.3.4)
and that the induced module of any irreducible eB˜e-module is an irreducible B˜ fe-module; and vice
versa. Further, from (2.3.2) we obtain that
B˜ =
⊕
e∈E/P
IndPPe (eB˜e). (2.3.5)
2.4. Proof of (1.4.1) and (1.4.2) (Clifford theory). For any irreducible D˜-module L in Section 1.4, there
is an e ∈ E/P such that L ∼= Le = D˜ i˜e and PL = Pe . We ﬁx the e ∈ E/P and prove the conclusions of
1.4 and 1.5 for Le .
By (2.3.3), D˜e is a Q -interior Pe-algebra, i.e. there are homomorphisms
{
ρ : Q → (D˜e)∗, v → ve,
˜ (2.4.1)τ : Pe → AutK(De), u → τu,
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{
ρ
(
uvu−1
)= τu(ρ(v)), ∀u ∈ Pe, v ∈ Q ;
τv(d) = ρ(v)dρ(v)−1, ∀d ∈ D˜e, v ∈ Q .
(2.4.2)
By (2.2.3) and Skolem–Noether Theorem (cf. [16, 1.9]), AutK(D˜e) ∼= (D˜e)∗/K∗ , i.e. (D˜e)∗ is a K∗-group
with K∗-quotient AutK(D˜e), and the ﬁrst row of the following diagram is an exact sequence of group
homomorphisms:
1 K∗ incl (D˜e)∗ t
PB
AutK(D˜e) 1
1 K∗
θ
Pˆe
τˆ
q
Pe
τ
1
(2.4.3)
and the commutative diagram is constructed by taking a pull-back of τ and t . Since K∗ ⊆ Z(D˜e), it
is easy to check that θ(K∗) ⊆ Z( Pˆe). By the universal property of the pull-back square marked “PB”,
from (2.4.2) (the second equation) we have a group homomorphism h : Q → Pˆe such that
q ◦ h = idQ and τˆ ◦ h = ρ. (2.4.4)
For any u ∈ Pe and any lifting uˆ of u to Pˆe , by the commutativity of (2.4.3) we have
t
(
τˆ (uˆ)
)= τ (q(uˆ))= τ (u) = τu; (2.4.5)
i.e. in D˜e the conjugation by τˆ (uˆ) induces the automorphism τu of D˜e.
For any u ∈ Pe , any lifting uˆ of u to Pˆe and any v ∈ Q , by (2.4.4) and (2.4.2) (the ﬁrst equation)
we have
τˆ
(
uˆh(v)uˆ−1
)= τu(ρ(v))= τˆ (h(uvu−1));
on the other hand,
q
(
uˆh(v)uˆ−1
)= uvu−1 = q(h(uvu−1));
so
uˆh(v)uˆ−1 = h(uvu−1), ∀u ∈ Pe, v ∈ Q .
Thus, we have the following conclusion:
(2.4.6) h(Q ) is a normal subgroup of Pˆe and the converse image Qˆ of Q in Pˆe is isomorphic to K∗ × h(Q ),
hence Pˆe/h(Q ) = ˆ¯Pe is a K∗-group with K∗-quotient P¯e = Pe/Q , and τˆ (Qˆ ) = K∗ × Q e ⊆ (D˜e)∗ .
By (2.4.6) and (2.4.5), the second row of (2.4.3) is the desired K∗-group Pˆe in (1.4.1); by (2.4.6)
and (2.4.5), the middle vertical up arrow of (2.4.3) τˆ : Pˆe → (D˜e)∗ is the desired homomorphism
in (1.4.2). 
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eB˜e and D˜e is a simple algebra, see (2.3.3) and (2.2.1). Denote by C = CeB˜e(D˜e) the centralizer of D˜e
in eB˜e; then by [10, Proposition 2.1] we have an algebra isomorphism
D˜e
⊗
K
C
∼=−→ eB˜e, de ⊗ c → de · c. (2.5.1)
For any y ∈ ( Pˆe)o , both τˆ (y) ∈ D˜e and q(y)e ∈ Pee ⊆ eB˜e induce by conjugation the same auto-
morphism τq(y) of D˜e, see (2.4.3). So τˆ (y)q(y)−1e belongs to C∗ , and we have a well-deﬁned map as
follows
σˆ : ( Pˆe)
o → C∗, y → τˆ (y)q(y)−1e.
For any y, y′ ∈ ( Pˆe)o , denoting by y ◦ y′ their product in ( Pˆe)o , since τˆ (y′) and τˆ (y)q(y)−1e commute
each other, we have
σˆ (y ◦ y′) = σˆ (y′ y) = τˆ (y′ y)q(y′ y)−1 = τˆ (y′)τˆ (y)q(y)−1eq(y′)−1e
= τˆ (y)q(y)−1eτˆ (y′)q(y′)−1e = σˆ (y)σˆ (y′);
i.e. σˆ is a group homomorphism. For any f ∈ K∗ , by (2.4.3) we have
σˆ
(
θ( f )
)= τˆ (θ( f ))q(θ( f ))−1e = f ∈ C∗,
so that σˆ is a K∗-group homomorphism. For any v ∈ Q , by (2.4.4), we have τˆ (h(v)) = ρ(v) = ve =
q(h(v))e, hence σˆ (h(v)) = e = 1C ; so, σˆ induces a K∗-group homomorphism
ˆ¯σ : ( ˆ¯Pe)o → C∗, y¯ → τˆ (y)q(y)−1e,
where y lifts y¯ ∈ ( ˆ¯Pe)o to Pˆe . Thus we get an algebra homomorphism denoted by ˆ¯σ again:
ˆ¯σ :K∗( ˆ¯Pe)o ∼=−→ C, f y¯ → f τˆ (y)q(y)−1; f ∈ K, y ∈ ( Pˆe)o; (2.5.2)
which is an isomorphism; indeed, we have C = ⊕u∈Pe/Q CD˜e·u(D˜e) by (2.3.3); it is obvious that
CD˜e(D˜e) = K, see (2.2.3); hence, since τˆ (uˆ)u−1e belongs to C∗ whenever uˆ ∈ Pˆe lifts u to Pe , we
have CD˜e·u−1(D˜e) = K · τˆ (uˆ)u−1e, and therefore we also have C =
⊕
u∈Pe/Q K · τˆ (uˆ)u−1e; so (2.5.2) is
surjective, hence it is bijective by comparing the dimensions.
Combining (2.5.1) and (2.5.2), we get an algebra isomorphism
D˜e
⊗
K
K∗( ˆ¯Pe)o ∼=−→ eB˜e, de ⊗ y¯ → de · τˆ (y)q(y)−1, (2.5.3)
where y ∈ Pˆe lifts y¯ to ( ˆ¯Pe)o . This isomorphism leads the Pe-interior structure of eB˜e to a group
homomorphism
Pe →
(
D˜e
⊗
K
K∗( ˆ¯Pe)o
)∗
, u → τˆ (uˆ) ⊗ ˆ¯u−1; (2.5.4)
and (2.5.3) is a Pe-interior algebra isomorphism.
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be any irreducible character of K∗( ˆ¯Pe)o , and Nλ be an irreducible K∗( ˆ¯Pe)o-module affording λ. Then
Le
⊗
K Nλ is an irreducible (D˜e
⊗
K K∗( ˆ¯Pe)o)-module which by (2.5.3) corresponds to an irreducible
eB˜e-module Ne,λ . And Ne,λ determines a function on LPED(Pe):
ξNe,λ (uε) = tr(uiεe/Ne,λ), ∀uε ∈ LPED(Pe),
where iε ∈ ε, see (2.1.2). But throughout the isomorphism (2.5.3), choosing a lifting uˆ ∈ Pˆe of u and
denoting by ˆ¯u the image of uˆ in ˆ¯Pe , u and iε respectively correspond to τˆ (uˆ) ⊗ ˆ¯u−1 and iε ⊗ 1 in
D˜e
⊗
K K∗( ˆ¯Pe)o . So that, setting ξe = ξLe , we get
ξNe,λ (uε) = tr
(
τˆ (uˆ)iεe ⊗ ˆ¯u−1/Le
⊗
K
Nλ
)
= tr(τˆ (uˆ)iεe/Le) · tr( ˆ¯u−1/Nλ)= ξe(uˆε)λ( ˆ¯u−1).
That is to say, with the notation of (1.5.1), we have
ξe ∗ λ = ξNe,λ . (2.6.1)
The function ξNe,λ on LPED(Pe) obviously only depends on the isomorphism classes of the irre-
ducible eB˜e-module Ne,λ; in conclusion, ξe ∗ λ only depends on e and λ. 
2.7. Proof of (1.5.2). By (2.3.4), we know that IndPPe (Ne,λ) =
⊕
x∈P/Pe x⊗ Ne,λ becomes an irreducible
B˜ fe-module; it is easy to check that uiε · (x⊗ Ne,λ) is contained in x⊗ Ne,λ if and only if ux belongs
to Pe , and therefore
ξIndPPe (Ne,λ)
(uε) =
∑
x∈P/Pe, ux∈Pe
tr
(
uxixε/Ne,λ
)= IndPPe (ξNe,λ )(uε).
We get the conclusion:
(2.7.1) The induced function IndPPe (ξNe,λ ) = ξIndPPe (Ne,λ) is just the function on LPED(P ) afforded by the in-
duced module IndPPe (Ne,λ).
By (2.3.4) and (2.3.5), the induced module IndPPe (Ne,λ) is an irreducible B˜-module. Recall that from
[10, 3.5] we have:
(2.7.2) There is a Morita equivalence from the category of A˜-modules to the category of B˜-modules which
maps any A˜-module M to the B˜-module jM.
Moreover, for any uε ∈ LPED(P ) let us denote by uεb ∈ LPE A(G) the local pointed element such
that εb ∩ D = ε; then, we have
ξ jM(uε) = tr(uiε/ jM) = tr(uiε/M) = ξM(uεb )
and similarly, for any x ∈ G such that (uεb )x belongs to Pγ we also have
ξ jM
(
(uεb )
x)= tr((uiεb )x/M)= tr(uiε/M) = ξ jM(uε).
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(2.7.3) For any A˜-module M, ξ jM is a G-stable function onLPED(P ) and the extended function ξ jM coincides
with ξM.
Now, take an irreducible A˜-module Me,λ such that jMe,λ ∼= IndPPe (Ne,λ), then (1.5.2) is proved by
(2.6.1), (2.7.1) and (2.7.3). 
2.8. Proof of Theorem 1.6. The set of representatives E/P corresponds bijectively with a set of rep-
resentatives for the P -orbits of the isomorphism classes of the irreducible D˜-modules, see (2.2.2). On
the other hand, E/P corresponds bijectively with the direct decomposition (2.3.5) of B˜ .
Let e run over E/P and for each e let λ run over the irreducible characters of K∗( ˆ¯Pe)o . Then
the Ne,λ in (2.6.1) form a set of representatives for the isomorphism classes of the irreducible eB˜e-
modules.
Further, by (2.3.4) and (2.3.5), the IndPPe (Ne,λ), with e and λ running as above, form a set of
representatives for the isomorphism classes of the irreducible B˜-modules.
Furthermore, for each IndPPe (Ne,λ), from (2.7.2) take an irreducible A˜-module Me,λ such that
jMe,λ ∼= IndPPe (Ne,λ); then, the Me,λ , with e and λ running as above, form a set of representatives
for the isomorphism classes of the irreducible A˜-modules. Moreover, by (2.7.3), (2.7.1) and (2.6.1), we
have
ξMe,λ = ξ jMe,λ = ξ IndPPe (Ne,λ) = Ind
P
Pe (ξNe,λ ) = IndPPe (ξe ∗ λ).
By Puig’s formula (2.1.3), we are done. 
3. Proof of Theorem 1.7 and its corollary
Recall that a pointed group Pγ on OG is a defect pointed group of the O-block b of G if and only
if Pγ is local and the pointed group G{b} is projective relative to Pγ , i.e. there are c,d ∈ (OG)P such
that b = TrGP (cjd) where j ∈ γ as in 1.2; see [7, 1.3 and 2.3] and [15, §10.14.1].
3.1. Turn to the notation of Theorem 1.7.
Let a(OR) =⊕1 =r∈R O(1− r) denote the augmentation ideal of OR . Since R is a normal subgroup
of G , it is known that OG ·a(OR) = a(OR) ·OG is an ideal of OG and that is contained in the radical
J (OG), and this ideal is the kernel of the natural homomorphism
OG → OG¯,
∑
x∈G
λxx →
∑
x∈G
λxx¯; (3.1.1)
let a¯ denote the image of any a ∈ OG; e.g. we set γ¯ = {i¯ | i ∈ γ }, etc. Setting A = OGb, since
A ∩ (OG · a(OR))= b(OG · a(OR))b = OGb · a(OR) = A · a(OR) = a(OR) · A,
restricting the homomorphism (3.1.1) to A we get an exact sequence
0 → A · a(OR) → A → A¯ → 0. (3.1.2)
Similarly we have that B · a(OR) = a(OR) · B is an ideal of B contained in the radical J (B), and have
an exact sequence
0 → B · a(OR) → B → B¯ → 0. (3.1.3)
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D ∩ P = Q and B =
⊕
y∈P/Q
Dy.
Now P = Q × R , so B is a semidirect product B = D · R =⊕r∈R Dr. Thus
B · a(OR) = D · a(OR) =
⊕
1 =r∈R
D(1− r).
Hence it is easy to check that D ∩ (B · a(OR)) = 0, and from (3.1.3) we have the following P -algebra
isomorphism
B¯ ∼= B/B · a(OR) ∼= D; (3.1.4)
in particular, R acts on D trivially. So we get a P -interior algebra isomorphism
B ∼= B¯
⊗
O
OR. (3.1.5)
Since B = jOG j, we see that BP has the unique non-zero idempotent j and P { j} is a local pointed
group on D . In the P -algebra isomorphism (3.1.4), j ∈ D corresponds to j¯ ∈ B¯ , so j¯ is a unique non-
zero idempotent of B¯ P , and P { j¯} is a local pointed group on B¯ . Because B¯ is an embedded subalgebra
of A¯, we have
(3.1.6) P¯ γ¯ is a local pointed group on A¯ = OG¯b¯.
3.2. Since Pγ is a defect pointed group of b, for j ∈ γ there are c,d ∈ (OG)P such that b = TrGP (cjd).
By the natural homomorphism (3.1.1), we get
b¯ = TrGP (c¯ j¯d¯) = TrG¯P¯ (c¯ j¯d¯). (3.2.1)
Suppose that b¯ is not central primitive; then b¯ = b¯1 + b¯2 with b¯1 and b¯2 being non-zero idempotents
of the center Z(OG¯); thus, j¯ = b¯1 j¯ + b¯2 j¯ with both b¯1 j¯, b¯2 j¯ belonging to (OG¯)P ; but , since j¯ is
primitive in (OG¯)P by (3.1.6), we can assume that b¯1 j¯ = 0; hence
b¯1 = b¯1b¯ = b¯1TrGP (c¯ j¯d¯) = TrGP (c¯b¯1 j¯d¯) = 0,
which is a contradiction. Thus b¯ must be a primitive central idempotent; i.e. b¯ is an O-block of G¯ .
Then, (3.2.1) implies that the pointed group G¯{b¯} on OG¯ is projective relative to the local pointed
group P¯ γ¯ ; hence P¯ γ¯ is a defect pointed group of the O-block b¯ of G¯ , and B¯ = j¯OG¯ j¯ is a source
algebra of OG¯b¯.
All of the statements of Theorem 1.7 are proved.
3.3. Proof of Corollary 1.8. B¯ is a hyperfocal subalgebra of B with respect to Q . Let λ ∈ Irr(R) and
χ ∈ Irr(b¯), let M be an irreducible A¯-module affording χ . By Theorem 1.6, (ξ jM ∗ λ)G belongs to Irr(b).
For any p-element u ∈ G and any p′-element s ∈ CG (u), take x ∈ G such that ux ∈ P (if there is no
such x then ψ(us) = 0 for any ψ ∈ Irr(b) and χ ∗λ vanishes on the p-section of u). It is easy to check
(cf. (2.7.3)) that (ξ jM ∗ λ)(uε) = ξM(uε)λ(ux), hence we have
3692 Y. Fan / Journal of Algebra 322 (2009) 3681–3692(ξ jM ∗ λ)G(us) =
∑
ε∈LP A(〈u〉)
ξM(uε)λ
(
ux
)
ϕε(s)
= λ(ux) ∑
ε∈LP A(〈u〉)
ξM(uε)ϕε(s)
= λ(ux)χ(ux)(us) = (χ ∗ λ)(us). 
3.4. Remark. L. Puig and A. Watanabe showed me another way to treat the situation of Theorem 1.7;
and pointed out an error in an early version of this paper. Besides, Puig also suggested improvements
of the K∗-group version of Theorem 1.6. Here I sketch their idea on Theorem 1.7 as follows.
Let the notation be as in 1.7. Let g be a Brauer correspondent in CG(R) of the block b of G , and H
be the stabilizer of g in G . It is easy to see that b = TrGH (g) which is an orthogonal trace; hence the
block algebra OGb coincides with IndGH (OHg), the induced algebra of the OH-interior algebra OHg .
On the other hand, since P = Q × R , we have that PCG(P ) ⊆ RCG (R) ⊆ H ; thus, in H , the Frattini
Argument yields H = CG(R) · NH (Pγ ). Further, for any p′-subgroup K of NH (Pγ ), the commutator
[K , P ] is contained in Q , so that [K , R] is contained in Q ∩ R = 1; but NH (Pγ )/PCG (P ) is a p′-group,
we get that H = RCG (R). Therefore g is an O-block of H , and we can treat the block algebra OHg in
the way similar to [6].
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